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Unit 1

Nice to Meet You

A
1. Sato

2. In Kyoto

3. 18 years old

4. Physics

5. On weekends

6. He’s saving to buy a new iPod.

B Sample Answers
1. My family name is Ueda.

2. It’s spelled U-E-D-A.

3. I’m Japanese.

4. My first name is Nana.

5. I was born in 1988.

6. I like kendo.

C
1. Hans is from (Germany). He was born in (1985). He’s a (senior). His

major is (math).

2. Mohammed is from (Pakistan). He was born in (1984). He’s a (graduate

student). His major is (electronics).

3. Carol is from (Australia). She was born in (1987). She’s a (junior). Her

major is (computer science).

4. Jean-Claude is from (France). He was born in (1988). He’s a

(sophomore). His major is (business).

5. Tong Yi is from (Hong Kong). She was born in (1989). She’s a

(freshman). Her major is (education).

6. Anne is from (the United States). She was born in (1979). She’s a

(graduate student). Her major is (law).
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D
Yuri: Hi. I’m Yuri (Watanabe).

Phil: Nice to (meet) you, Yuri. I’m Phil Roberts.

Yuri: Where are you (from), Phil?

Phil: I’m from Chicago, Illinois. You’re (Japanese), aren’t you?

Yuri: Yes, I am. I’m from (Fukuoka) in Japan.

Phil: Are you a (freshman) like me, Yuri?

Yuri: Yes. I’m (majoring) in biology.

Phil: Great. I hope to see you (again). Bye.

E
1. I’m from Ehime.

2. I’m majoring in engineering.

3. It means something like “district.”

4. I hope to see you again, too.

5. No, it’s quite small.

6. It’s 790-0000.

F
1. You’re 18, aren’t you?

2. You have a part-time job, don’t/haven’t you?

3. She gave me her cell phone number, didn’t she?

4. Judy likes to jog on weekends, doesn’t she?

5. They’re both majoring in art, aren’t they?

6. His hometown is Nara, isn’t it?
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Unit 2

My Family

A
1. Five (people)

2. One brother and one sister

3. In a suburb of Nagoya

4. Six years

5. In a department store

6. Read and play golf

B
1. A stepmother is the wife of your father by a different marriage.

2. A niece is the daughter of your brother or sister.

3. A cousin is the child of your aunt or uncle.

4. An uncle is the brother of your father or mother.

5. A nephew is the son of your brother or sister.

6. A sister-in-law is the wife of your brother.

C
1. Takeshi is my (cousin). He’s (17) years old. He is a (high school

student). He lives in (Shizuoka).

2. Masami is my (aunt). She’s (48) years old. She’s a (homemaker). She

lives in (Yokohama).

3. Masatoshi is my (brother). He’s (9) years old. He’s a (grade-schooler).

He lives in (Hakodate).

4. Chiyoko is my (grandmother). She’s (72) years old. She’s a (piano

teacher). She lives in (Okayama).

5. Shin is my (father). He’s (50) years old. He’s a (dentist). He lives in

(Kumamoto).

6. Eri is my (friend). She’s (21) years old. She’s a (hairdresser). She lives

in (Sendai).
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D
Arthur: Say, Risako, are you free next (Saturday)?

Risako: Yes, I am. Why do you (ask)?

Arthur: We’re having a family (party) at my parents’ place.

Risako: Is it a (special) occasion?

Arthur: Yes, it is. It’s my grandparents’ 50th (wedding) anniversary.

Risako: Will there be a lot of (people) at the party?

Arthur: Yes, there will. You know, all my (aunts), uncles and (cousins) will be

there.

E
1. Yes, they are. / No, they aren’t. / No, they’re not.

2. Yes, she can. / No, she can’t.

3. Yes, he did. / No, he didn’t.

4. Yes, she should. / No, she shouldn’t.

5. Yes, they have. / No, they haven’t.

6. Yes, she will. / No, she won’t.

F
My friend Ken is from Thailand. He has two brothers and three sisters. His

family comes from a city called Chiangmai, but he lives in Bangkok. He

owns a small boutique in the suburbs. His aunt and three of his cousins

help him run the store. Ken’s father has a small farm and he grows rice.

Although most of his relatives are also farmers, Ken prefers to live in the

city.
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Unit 3

I Like Soccer and Cooking

A
1. Soccer

2. His younger sister

3. On weekends

4. The college ski club

5. In Nagano

6. He wants to go to Mexico next year.

B
1. Soccer is called football in Britain.

2. Ice-skating is both an indoor and an outdoor sport.

3. Rollerblades and skateboards both have small wheels.

4. Good swimmers have to practice regularly and be physically fit.

5. Windsurfing is a water sport.

6. You can go skiing when there is snow in the mountains.

C
1. Victor is good at (computer games). He plays (twice a week) in (his

room). He usually plays with (his roommate).

2. Mrs. Arai is good at (gardening). She works in her (garden) (three times

a week). She usually gardens with (her husband).

3. Frank likes to go (bird-watching). (In spring and fall) he goes regularly

to the (park) to see the birds. He goes with (John).

4. Tsukasa is crazy about (dancing). He goes dancing (twice a month) at

the (dance club). He usually goes with (his girlfriend).

5. Joyce is interested in (painting). (Once a week) she takes classes at the

(art school). She usually goes with (Tomoko).

6. Mr. Cohen is good at (windsurfing). (In summer) he goes windsurfing

in (Kamakura). He usually goes with (his son).
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D
Melanie: What do you do in your (free) time, Yuji?

Yuji: I have a 450cc Honda (motorcycle). Twice a month I ride to the

countryside with my friends.

Melanie: Isn’t it kind of (dangerous)?

Yuji: Not if you ride (safely) and don’t drink. Have you ever ridden a

motorcycle?

Melanie: No, never. But (tomorrow) I go for my first flower arrangement

lesson.

Yuji: Great. Where are you (studying)?

Melanie: At the community (center) near my home.

Yuji: My (mother) is good at flower arrangement. She’s studied it for a

long time.

E
1. Miki has (never) been good at team games.

2. Have you (ever) played tennis?

3. My mom has (never) been to a soccer game.

4. (Ever) since I saw the shark movie, I’ve been afraid of deep water!

5. Have you (ever) been bungee jumping?

6. I have (never) watched a bowling tournament.

7. Has Tony (ever) been on a jet ski?

8. You’re not good at ping-pong? (Never) mind. It’s not a problem.

F
1. Q: Didn’t you buy an electric guitar?

2. Q: Isn’t the local club playing against Fort Benson?

3. Q: Haven’t Cliff and Marie sold their stamp collection?

4. Q: Doesn’t Akinobu have a tennis racquet?

5. Q: Aren’t you a fan of the Central League?

6. Q: Can’t I come hiking with you?
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Unit 4

What Type of Music Do You Like?

A
1. Yes(, she does).

2. Eminem

3. A CD by Yui

4. Kara

5. Mozart

6. It’s too noisy.

B
1. A boy band is a pop group with young male musicians.

2. K-pop is a kind of music that is popular in Korea.

3. “CD” is short for compact disc.

4. Easy listening is a type of music that is relaxing and comfortable.

5. YouTube is a popular website for sharing videos.

6. Hip-hop is a type of music that was begun by African-Americans.

C
1. Jennie likes (jazz). She (often) listens to (Ella Fitzgerald) on her (music

system).

2. Mrs. Evans likes (classical music). She (usually) listens to (Beethoven)

on her (CD player).

3. Kaori likes (boy bands). She (often) listens to (Arashi) on (MTV).

4. Mr. Furuta likes (opera). He (sometimes) listens to (Puccini) on the

(radio).

5. Keiko is big on (K-pop). She (often) listens to (Kara) on her (iPod).

6. Goro likes (American pop-rap). He (sometimes) listens to (Eminem) on

(YouTube).
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D
Rimi: What (type) of music do you like, Michael?

Michael: I like hip-hop. Mary J. Blige is (great). My (favorite) album is The

Breakthrough.

Rimi: I find hip-hop (boring). I prefer J-pop. I (recently) bought Life. It’s

Yui’s latest album.

Michael: I (listened) to one of the tracks on YouTube last (night).

Rimi: It’s (cool), isn’t it?

Michael: It’s OK.

E
1. This SMAP CD is cheap, but I don’t want to buy it.

2. She listens to Mozart and Puccini on the radio.

3. I’m big on heavy metal, but I hate easy listening.

4. New age music is boring because it’s too soft.

5. Mariko likes Beyoncé and (she) has all of her CDs.

6. Both YouTube and MTV.com are websites for sharing music.
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Unit 5

What’s For Lunch?

A
1. Beef

2. Fruit

3. They’re too greasy.

4. In Yokohama

5. Shiho’s mother’s

6. In department store food floors

B
1. Sashimi is slices of raw fish, seafood or meat.

2. A salad is a dish of raw vegetables and greens with dressing.

3. A dessert is something sweet to eat at the end of a meal.

4. Tonkatsu is deep-fried pork.

5. Spaghetti is a type of pasta, usually eaten with sauce.

6. Sembei is a Japanese cracker made from rice.

C
1. Mrs. Moore had (dinner) at the (Japan Inn). She ordered (fish). The bill

was ($15.95).

2. Kazuyoshi had (a snack) at (Wendy’s). He ordered a (hamburger). It

cost ($1.79).

3. Brad had (breakfast) at (McDonald’s). He ordered (eggs and bacon).

The bill was ( 4.48).

4. Mika had (dinner) at (Shiro-ya). She ordered the (teppanyaki). The bill

came to (¥2,800).

5. Naoto had (lunch) at (Sushi-ko). He ordered (eel). It cost (¥3,100).

6. Caroline had (tea) at the (London Teashop). She ordered (sandwiches).

The bill was (£3.50).
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D
Waitress: Yes, sir, may I (take) your order?

Satoshi: Do you have any specials (tonight)?

Waitress: Yes, tonight’s special is (roast) turkey.

Satoshi: Okay, I’ll have the turkey.

Waitress: You have a (choice) of two vegetables.

Satoshi: I’ll have the carrots and a baked (potato).

Waitress: What kind of (salad) dressing would you like?

Satoshi: I’ll have the ranch dressing.

Waitress: Will you have any (wine)?

Satoshi: No, I’ll have a (beer), please.

E
1. Q: Would you like any peas?

2. Q: Will you have any wine?

3. Q: Are you going to order any spaghetti?

4. Q: Will they have any vegetables with the sausages?

5. Q: Has she had any turkey?

6. Q: Would you like any ice cream with the pie?

F
I went to an Italian restaurant last week. I went with my sister Kimie and

two friends. We ordered a bottle of white wine. I had a delicious salad with

Italian dressing to begin with. The other three had some tomato soup. We

also ordered some garlic bread. Then Kimie and I had some spaghetti, and

my two friends had pizza. For dessert, we had some ice cream. We

finished with some coffee, but Kimie didn’t want any.
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Unit 6

I’m a Sports Fan

A
1. Bay Stars

2. Sometimes

3. Yokohama’s soccer team

4. At the Kokugikan

5. Because it’s dangerous.

6. Makoto’s father

B
1. Baseball is a sport with two teams who pitch or bat a ball.

2. Golf is a sport with individual players who hit a ball into a hole.

3. Soccer is a sport with two teams who try to kick a ball into a goal.

4. Badminton is a sport with two or four players who hit a shuttlecock

with a racquet.

5. Boxing is a sport with two opponents who punch at each other.

6. Ice hockey is a sport with two teams who skate and hit a puck with a

stick.

C
1. Akira went to the (Winter) Olympic Games in (Turin) in (2006). He

especially enjoyed the (skiing).

2. Sheila went to the (Summer) Olympic Games in (Athens) in (2004).

She especially enjoyed the (volleyball).

3. Mr. Taylor went to the (Winter) Olympic Games in (Salt Lake City) in

(2002). He especially enjoyed the (figure skating).

4. Natsumi went to the (Summer) Olympic Games in (Sydney) in (2000).

She especially enjoyed the (gymnastics).

5. Elizabeth went to the (Winter) Olympic Games in (Nagano) in (1998).

She especially enjoyed the (speed skating).

6. Mrs. Tanaka went to the (Summer) Olympic Games in (Atlanta) in

(1996). She especially enjoyed the (diving).
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D
Ted: What (sports) do you like, Sayaka?

Sayaka: I’m a big fan of fencing. It’s a sport with two (players) who duel with

each other. They use a (kind) of sword called a foil.

Ted: Yes, I’ve (seen) it, too. But I prefer ball sports. What about

(baseball)? I’m a fan of the Seattle Mariners.

Sayaka: So am I. There’s a (game) this Sunday—the Mariners against the

Baltimore Orioles.

Ted: Have you got (tickets)?

Sayaka: I sure do. Care to go?

Ted: (Really), Sayaka? I’d love to.

E
1. Walter likes ball sports more than fencing.

2. Rose likes team sports more than golf.

3. Cedric prefers ice hockey to field hockey.

4. Naoya likes figure skating more than speed skating.

5. Ray prefers sumo wrestling to judo.

6. Mike likes the Winter Olympics more than the Summer Olympics.

F
1. Shotaro is a better soccer player than Kenji.

2. Shiori runs as fast as Karen.

3. Fencing is more exciting than bowling.

4. Musashi is taller than Masato.

5. Argentina is as strong as Italy.

6. James is less interested in sports than Thomas.
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Unit 7

Do You Want to See a Movie?

A
1. He goes to the cinema/movies.

2. Classic movies

3. Rinko Kikuchi

4. On weekends

5. TBS

6. “Pokemon”

B
1. Romantic movies have characters who fall in love.

2. News programs give information on current events.

3. Horror movies feature ghosts or something scary.

4. Documentaries introduce something serious or scientific.

5. Entertainment shows feature TV stars who talk, sing or dance.

6. Classic movies are old, but still popular today.

C
1. Yoko’s favorite program is (“The Wonderful Years”) on (NHK). It runs

from (6:25) to (6:50).

2. Hiroshi’s favorite program is (“Popular Music Show”) on (TV Osaka).

It runs from (3:00) to (3:30).

3. Shingo’s favorite program is (“News Stand”) on (TV Asahi). It runs

from (10:00) to (11:20).

4. Tim’s favorite program is (“Curiosity Information”) on (CBC). It runs

from (8:00) to (8:54).

5. Tetsuya’s favorite program is (“Let’s Learn Russian!”) on (NHK). It

runs from (7:20) to (7:40).

6. Naomi’s favorite program is (“Plus One”) on (YTV). It runs from

(5:55) to (6:23).
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D
Yusuke: Eleanor, you’re (English), aren’t you?

Eleanor: Yes, I’m from Manchester.

Yusuke: British (cinema) has gotten very (popular), hasn’t it?

Eleanor: Yes. Some good British movies have come out (recently).

Yusuke: I saw Helen Mirren in The Queen a few (months) ago.

Eleanor: Yes, she’s an excellent (actress). She even won an Oscar.

Yusuke: Do British actors get (high) salaries, like Hollywood stars?

Eleanor: They can earn a lot of (money) for an American film, but not as much

for a British film.

E
1. b. a. c.

2. b. c. a.

3. a. c. b.

F
1. Where is Jude Law from?

2. Where did you see Babel?

3. What time/When does the documentary begin?

4. What/Which channel is Mission Impossible on?

5. Who directed Transformers?

6. When will Truck Yaro be available on DVD?
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Unit 8

Time For a Trip

A
1. Last summer

2. Eight and a half hours

3. In Nagasaki

4. Good Chinese food

5. The Rocky Mountains

6. She’ll fly.

B
1. Kyoto is famous for its old temples and gardens.

2. London is famous for its big clock tower, called Big Ben.

3. Sydney is famous for its beautiful opera house.

4. Hawaii is famous for its great surfing beaches.

5. Cairo is famous for its museums, mosques and Pyramids.

6. Hakone is famous for its wonderful views of Mt. Fuji.

C
1. Dean is planning a trip to (New York). He’ll fly (American Airlines),

flight number (734). The flight takes (12 hours and 15 minutes).

2. Koichi is planning a trip to (Honolulu). He’ll fly (Japan Airlines), flight

number (22). The flight takes (6 hours and 45 minutes).

3. Mrs. Doi is planning a trip to (Sydney). She’ll fly (Qantas Airways),

flight number (91). The flight takes (9 hours and 15 minutes).

4. Mr. Brown is planning a trip to (London). He’ll fly (British Airways),

flight number (658). The flight takes (12 hours and 30 minutes).

5. Yasuo is planning a trip to (Beijing). He’ll fly (All Nippon Airways),

flight number (455). The flight takes (4 hours).

6. Sayuri is planning a trip to (Rome). She’ll fly (Alitalia), flight number

(871). The flight takes (14 hours and 50 minutes).
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D
Agent: Yes, sir. May I (help) you?

Fumiya: Do you have any discount round-trip (tickets) to New York?

Agent: JetBlue is the cheapest. It’s $174. When would you like to (depart)?

Fumiya: I’d like to leave on July 3rd and (return) on the 10th.

Agent: Would you like a morning or afternoon (flight)?

Fumiya: Morning, please. Can I book a (window) seat now?

Agent: Let me check. Yes, that should be fine, sir. How will you be paying,

in (cash) or by credit card?

Fumiya: By MasterCard.

Agent: Okay. Just a moment, please.

E
1. Q: What did you buy in Paris?

2. Q: Who did you go to Rome with?

3. Q: Why did you fly Alitalia?

4. Q: Why are you going to Beijing?

5. Q: How did you get to Rio de Janeiro?

6. Q: Where are you staying in Dublin?

F
1. I’m going to Rome on Saturday to see the Coliseum.

2. I’m going to Thailand this fall to learn scuba diving.

3. I’m going to South Africa next year to take a safari.

4. I’m going to Queensland in April to see the Great Barrier Reef.

5. I’m going to Florida in three weeks to swim with dolphins.

6. I’m going to Nepal in October to hike in the Himalayas.
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Unit 9

You’ve Got to Read This Book!

A
1. Every day

2. Sapio

3. Recently

4. In Kyoto

5. Banana Yoshimoto

6. A biography of Robert Capa

B
1. A magazine comes out weekly or monthly.

2. A biography describes the life of someone famous.

3. A novel is a fictional story.

4. A paperback is a book without a hard cover.

5. A thriller is a very exciting story.

6. A bestseller is a book that sells very well.

C
1. Kevin went to (Kinokuniya). He bought a (history book) about (modern

Tokyo). It’s (boring).

2. Margaret went to (Jimbocho). She found an (old book) about

(Hiroshige). It’s (beautiful).

3. Jun went to (Shinjuku). He bought a (magazine) about (cameras). It’s

(unusual).

4. Donald went to (a library). He looked at a (biography) of (Akira

Kurosawa). It’s (interesting).

5. Kathy went to (a bookshop). She bought a (children’s book) about (a

little pig). It’s (colorful).

6. Aya went to (Maruzen). She bought a (novel) about (a geisha). It’s

(romantic).
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D
Masashi: Do you like (reading), Grace?

Grace: Yes, I love reading, but I (only) buy old used books.

Masashi: Where do you (find) them?

Grace: I go to Jimbocho every (couple) of weeks.

Masashi: I went there (once) and I bought a hardcover English (dictionary) for

only 400 yen.

Grace: That’s pretty cheap. (Recently) I found a secondhand copy of

Kawabata’s Snow Country.

Masashi: How much did you (pay)?

Grace: Only 180 yen.

E
1. This book is cheap, but it has lost some pages.

2. Masashi bought a dictionary because it wasn’t expensive.

3. This book has photographs, although they aren’t in color.

4. I went to Jimbocho, but I didn’t buy any books.

5. I want to buy that beautiful art book, even though it’s 5,000 yen.

6. Neither Maruzen nor Sanseido is open today.

F
1. The Sound of Waves is a classic novel by Yukio Mishima.

2. Made in Japan is an autobiography by Akio Morita.

3. The Royals is a nonfiction book by Kitty Kelley.

4. Gone with the Wind is a romance by Margaret Mitchell.

5. The Da Vinci Code is a thriller by Dan Brown.

6. Tokyo Tower is a bestseller by Lily Franky.
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Unit 10

Running Errands

A
1. Run errands

2. 7-Eleven

3. Umeda and Namba

4. They were on sale.

5. At an office-supply store

6. A cartridge

B
1. I need to buy some candy at the convenience store.

2. I need to wash my clothes at the laundromat.

3. I need to pick up my jacket at the dry cleaner’s.

4. I need to buy some vegetables at the supermarket.

5. I need to send a letter at the post office.

6. I need to buy some medicine at the drugstore.

C
1. (Tomorrow), Naotake is going to (the barber’s) for (a haircut). It will

cost (¥1,800).

2. (In five minutes), Lorraine is going to (the convenience store) to (buy

some milk). It will cost ($1.10).

3. (On her lunch break), Nancy is going to (the ATM machine) to (get

some money). She will take out (¥15,000).

4. (This morning), Mr. Goto is going to (the post office) to (buy some

stamps). They will cost (¥2,350).

5. (After school), Jacky is going to (the bookstore) to (buy a magazine). It

will cost ($4.80).

6. (Next week), Hiroyo is going to (the dress shop) to (buy a suit). It will

cost (¥43,000).
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D
Mom: Say, Chuck. Could you do a few (errands) for me?

Chuck: What kinds of errands?

Mom: I need a few things from the (store).

Chuck: OK. I’m going to the mall anyway. What can I (get) for you?

Mom: I need a loaf of (bread) and a dozen eggs. Here’s $10.

Chuck: Anything (else)?

Mom: Oh, yes . . . the dry cleaner’s. Could you pick up your father’s

(shirts)?

Chuck: Sure. Have you got the (ticket)?

Mom: I nearly (forgot). Here.

E
1. Q: What/Which is your favorite department store?

2. Q: On what floor/Where did you buy this pair of pants?

3. Q: How far is the hardware store from your apartment?

4. Q: Why does your dad need to buy nails?

5. Q: What did Scott find at Ito-Yokado?

6. Q: Where are you going to buy sneakers?

F
1. Could you buy me (some) toothpaste at the drugstore?

2. The 7-Eleven hasn’t got (any) envelopes.

3. I need to buy (a) pair of trousers at the sale.

4. We haven’t got (any) batteries. Can you get (some)?

5. Fred bought (an) orange shirt at the sale.

6. Mom has (some) errands for me to do.

7. Do you want me to get (a) loaf of bread?

8. Don’t take me to (any) expensive shops.
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Unit 11

Staying Healthy

A
1. He enjoys it.

2. Every day

3. In the park

4. For breakfast

5. Sugary snacks and soft drinks

6. No, he wants to eat less.

B
1. Acupuncture is a form of Chinese medicine that uses needles.

2. Alzheimer’s is a disease that affects a person’s brain.

3. Bird flu is a virus that is sometimes transmitted to people.

4. Obesity is the condition of being severely overweight.

5. Herbal therapy is a type of medicine that uses plants.

6. Cancer is a disease that can affect any part of the body.

C
1. To stay healthy, Satoru, who’s (21), eats lots of (fruit) and avoids (junk

food). He also (jogs).

2. To stay healthy, Beverly, who’s (18), eats lots of (vegetables) and

avoids (red meat). She also (does push-ups).

3. To stay healthy, Mrs. Kurihara, who’s (56), eats lots of (cereal) and

avoids (cakes). She also (walks).

4. To stay healthy, Rick, who’s (27), eats lots of (salads) and avoids

(burgers). He also (does judo).

5. To stay healthy, Juri, who’s (35), eats lots of (yogurt) and avoids (eggs).

She also (works out).

6. To stay healthy, Mr. and Mrs. Dunn, who are (over 60), eat lots of (fish)

and avoid (sweet, sugary food). They also (play tennis).
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D
Koichi: Ahh-choo! Oh, (excuse) me.

Vivian: It sounds like you’ve got a (cold).

Koichi: Yes, I have. It’s my second one this (year). I feel lousy.

Vivian: You should (drink) plenty of liquids and get some rest.

Koichi: I know, but I have to go to my part-time (job).

Vivian: I had the flu last (week). I felt terrible. I had a headache and (fever)

for four days.

Koichi: We should both be (careful). If you’re sick, you can’t do anything.

E
1. Alzheimer’s is a serious disease which/that has no cure.

2. My aunt works in a care center which/that is in the countryside.

3. Her acupuncturist is Dr. Wang, who is also a good friend.

4. Tai Chi is a type of exercise which/that is popular with older people.

5. My doctor is Dr. Shimada, whose office is near my house.

6. Bird flu is caused by a virus which/that can be transmitted to humans.

F
1. The number to call is 1324-5768.

2. ✓ Tonight’s lecture is about acupuncture.

3. I saw her practicing Tai Chi in the park.

4. ✓ Colds and flu are common illnesses.

5. He showed me the medicine that the doctor gave him.

6. ✓ Obesity is a serious health problem in the U.S.

7. ✓ A proper diet is one of the best ways to avoid illness.

8. Unfortunately, she had a serious illness.
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Unit 12

People I Admire

A
1. The Bandai toy company

2. Japanese children

3.  Masayuki Suo

4. In 1996

5. Hanae Mori

6. In Paris, London and New York

B
1. A poet is someone who writes poems.

2. A politician is someone who is elected or chosen to work in

government.

3. A nun is a woman who has a religious life and is not married.

4. A philanthropist is someone who gives money to charity to help people.

5. A rebel is someone who goes against a government or a leader.

6. A philosopher is someone who thinks about different issues and beliefs.

C
1. Masako (respects) (Soichiro Honda). He is a (successful businessman)

who (founded the Honda car company).

2. Bill (admires) (Marie Curie). She was a (great scientist) who

(discovered radioactivity).

3. Mr. Harris (respects) (Kenzaburo Oe). He is an (unusual novelist) who

(won the Nobel Prize for Literature).

4. Diana (looks up to) (Bill Gates). He is a (billionaire) who is also (a

philanthropist).

5. Mrs. Fukui (admires) (Mother Teresa). She was a (Catholic nun) who

(helped poor people).

6. Shigeru (looks up to) (the Dalai Lama). He is an (extraordinary man)

who is (the spiritual leader of the Tibetan people).
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D
Beth: My favorite (artist) is Leonardo da Vinci. I (really) admire him.

Yuji: Me, too. He was not only a (painter), but a sculptor, an architect and

an inventor, too.

Beth: He even invented a sort of (flying) machine.

Yuji: I also admire Katsushika Hokusai. He was an amazing artist, wasn’t

he? I (love) his pictures of Mt. (Fuji).

Beth: His work has become (famous) all over the (world), just like

Leonardo’s.

E
1. Q: What did Alexander Fleming discover?

2. Q: When did Shinichiro Tomonaga win the Nobel Prize for Physics?

3. Q: Who were the founders of Microsoft?

4. Q: Why do you respect Kanako Otsuji?

5. Q: Where was the famous rebel Che Guevara born?

6. Q: Who is your favorite poet?

F
Mutsuhito was born on November 3, 1852. He became the Meiji Emperor

and ruled Japan from 1867 to 1912. The Japanese people greatly admire

him because he helped change Japan from an isolated feudal country to a

modern state. Japan not only experienced great social, industrial and

political change, but also opened its doors to the West.
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Unit 13

I’m Scared!

A
1. A fear of small, closed spaces

2. Satsuki

3. As/When she got older

4. Her teacher

5. Snakes

6. Satsuki’s father

B
1. I’m afraid of flying: I feel scared when I’m on an airplane.

2. I’m afraid of dogs: I feel nervous when I see their sharp teeth.

3. I’m afraid of bugs: I feel sick when I see a spider.

4. I’m afraid of heights: I feel dizzy when I stand on a high bridge.

5. I’m afraid of storms: I feel frightened when I hear thunder.

6. I’m afraid of closed spaces: I feel panicky when I get in an elevator.

C
1. Since he was (15), Bert has been scared of (flying). He feels

(frightened) when he (takes an airplane).

2. Since she was (small), Atsuko has been afraid of (birds). She feels

(nervous) when she (sees chickens).

3. Since she was (5), Patricia has been afraid of (open spaces). She feels

(worried) when she (goes outside).

4. Since she was (a little girl), Mrs. Kato has been afraid of (bugs). She

feels (panicky) when she (sees a cockroach).

5. Since he was (50), Mr. Roberts has been afraid of (crowds). He feels

(nervous) when he (goes shopping).

6. Since he was (6), Koji has been afraid of (doctors). He feels (dizzy)

when he (is in a doctor’s office).
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D
Hideyuki: Doris, I’m (worried). Have you seen Haru lately?

Doris: No, he never wants to leave his (room). I think he’s got agoraphobia.

Hideyuki: You mean he’s (afraid) of wide open spaces and going outside?

Doris: Yes. It’s quite a (serious) phobia, isn’t it?

Hideyuki: Well, he’s also afraid of (school). He often misses class.

Doris: He’s really nervous when he has to talk in front of (people).

Hideyuki: And he doesn’t like (crowds), either.

Doris: Maybe he (should) see a counselor.

E
1. b. c. a.

2. b. a. c.

3. a. c. b.

4. c. b. a.

5. b. a. c.

F
When I was 5, my parents took me to the beach in Kamakura. It was a warm,

sunny day and we all went into the sea. The water was refreshing and cool. I

played in the sea with my brother. We had a lot of fun. Suddenly, a big wave

went over my head. I could not swim and I panicked. Luckily, my brother

quickly pulled me out of the water. Ever since then, I have been afraid of the

sea. I feel panicky when I go near deep water.
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Unit 14

What Kind of Person Are You?

A
1. Some of the people he knows best

2. No, he’s impatient.

3. Kind of stubborn, but always optimistic

4. Lazy and untidy

5. Keita

6. Rather quiet and shy

B
1. easygoing strong-willed

2. neat untidy

3. wise foolish

4. generous stingy

5. optimistic pessimistic

6. outspoken shy

7. flexible stubborn

8. hardworking lazy

C
1. Chris is an (18-year-old) boy who works at (McDonald’s). People say

he is kind of (shy), but I think he is very (funny).

2. Kaoru is a (20-year-old) woman who works at a (department store).

People say she is rather (serious), but I think she is (charming).

3. Ella is a (19-year-old) American who works in a (drugstore). People say

she’s (unfriendly), but I think she is just (reserved).

4. Momoko is a (19-year-old) girl who works in a (flower shop). People

say she’s (stingy), but I think she is just (careful with her money).

5. Mitsuru is a (17-year-old) boy who works part-time at a (convenience

store). People say he’s (cheerful), but I think he is just (silly).

6. Mrs. Williams is a (45-year-old) woman who works in a (bank). People

say she’s (severe), but I think she is (kind).
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D
Tsuyoshi: I bought a book about Asian zodiac (signs). I was born in 1989. It

(says) I’m a Snake.

Linda: Oooh! What kind of (person) is a Snake?

Tsuyoshi: I’m (supposed) to be “wise and strong-willed.” Actually, I’m not very

wise and I should be (more) strong-willed.

Linda: I was born in 1987. I (think) I’m a Rabbit.

Tsuyoshi: Yes, you are. You’re supposed to be “talented and (neat).”

Linda: Well, I just hope Snakes don’t (eat) Rabbits!

E
1. b. c. a.

2. c. a. b.

3. a. c. b.

4. c. b. a.
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Unit 15

The Kind of Job I’d Like

A
1. No, he’s a senior.

2. At Osaka College

3. Graphic design and advertising

4. Web designer

5. Three million yen

6. Useful experience in IT

B
1. A social worker is someone who works in community and government.

2. An actor is someone who works in media, arts and entertainment.

3. A public relations consultant is someone who works in PR, marketing

and communication.

4. A physiotherapist is someone who works in medical health and science.

5. A clothing boutique manager is someone who works in retail and

fashion.

6. A hotel receptionist is someone who works in tourism, travel and

hospitality.

C
1. Akiko is on a (part-time course) at a (language school). She’s studying

(English and French), and she’d like to be a (translator).

2. Masaya is on a (four-year B.S. course) at a (technical college). He’s

studying (construction), and he’d like to be an (architect).

3. Yoshie is on a (two-year M.A. course) at a (law school). She’s studying

(business law), and she’d like to be a (lawyer).

4. Frank is on a (three-year course) in a (medical college). He’s studying

(physical sciences), and he’d like to be a (physiotherapist).

5. Nami is on an (advanced course) at an (art school). She’s studying

(fashion), and she’d like to be a (designer).
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6. Shinichi is on a (two-year MBA course) at a (business school). He’s

studying (management), and he’d like to be a (businessman).

D
Miwa: I’m really (nervous). Tomorrow I have an interview at a new spa and

(health) center in Chiba.

Simon: Sounds interesting. What kind of (work) is it?

Miwa: It’s a (job) as an assistant spa manager.

Simon: Is it part-time or full-time?

Miwa: It’s full-time, and the (starting) salary is 210,000 yen a (month).

Simon: Good luck. I’m (working) part-time as a receptionist at the Sunshine

Hotel. The pay is not great, but it’s good (experience).

E
1. Q: What kind of job are you looking for?

2. Q: Where are you studying at the moment?

3. Q: What was your major in college?

4. Q: Why are you working in a kindergarten?

5. Q: How much does he earn a year?

6. Q: When is your interview for the job as assistant manager?

F
We are a well-known international PR company. We are looking for a

young graduate with a degree in advertising and marketing, who can also

speak some English. We will give you full training as an assistant PR

consultant. Your duties will include developing marketing and sales

strategies and meeting foreign clients. There are real growth opportunities

in this job and also the chance to travel to the U.S. and Canada. This is a

full-time position with a starting salary of 2.5 million yen per year.
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Unit 16

It’s Snowing in Nagano

A
1. Nagano

2. -10°C

3. Skiing

4. Spring

5. July

6. Fall

B
1. When it’s overcast, there is not much sunshine.

2. When it’s windy, it’s sometimes difficult to ride a bicycle.

3. When there’s a typhoon, it’s dangerous to go outside.

4. When it’s humid, you feel hot and sweaty.

5. When it’s chilly, you should wear warm clothes.

6. When there’s a storm, you can hear thunder and see lightning.

C
1. On (Monday) in London, the forecast is (fog). The high will be (18°C)

and the low will be (3°C).

2. On (Saturday) in Tokyo, it looks like (rain). The high will be (20°C)

and the low will be (17°C).

3. On (Wednesday) in Paris, it will be (cold). The high will be (4°C) and

the low will be (-5°C).

4. On (Friday) in Washington, D.C., it will be (overcast). The high will be

(19°C) and the low will be (16°C).

5. On (Sunday) in Bangkok, the forecast is (hot and humid). The high will

be (38°C) and the low will be (29°C).

6. On (Tuesday) in Delhi, it will be (clear and sunny). The high will be

(24°C) and the low will be (19°C).
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D
Bill: What’s tomorrow’s (weather) forecast, Hiroko? Do you know?

Hiroko: Yes, I heard it will be (hot) and humid. The high will be 28 in the

(afternoon).

Bill: Good. I want to windsurf (tomorrow).

Hiroko: Which (beach) are you going to, Bill?

Bill: Kamakura, probably.

Hiroko: Did you know my (hometown) is Kamakura?

Bill: No, I didn’t. Will it be (windy) tomorrow?

Hiroko: Well, it gets pretty windy near the (sea).

E
1. Q: What/Where is your hometown?

2. Q: Why did the train arrive late?

3. Q: What is tomorrow’s forecast?

4. Q: Where will it be hot and humid?

5. Q: What/When is a good time for hiking in Japan?

6. Q: What’s the average temperature in June?

F
1. It’s chilly. You should wear something warm.

2. It’s going to rain. You should take an umbrella.

3. It might snow. You should put on your boots.

4. It’s sunny. You should wear a hat.

5. It’s windy. You should wear a jacket.

6. It’s freezing. You should take a scarf.
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Unit 17

Things I Feel Strongly About

A
1. Guns

2. The government

3. Sick

4. Everyone would be healthier.

5. Cars

6. We (people) shouldn’t.

B
1. Climate change is mainly an environmental issue.

2. Testing drugs on animals is mainly an ethical issue.

3. Unfair tax system is mainly a legal issue.

4. The nation’s aging population is mainly a social issue.

5. Alcohol abuse is mainly a health issue.

6. The death penalty is mainly a moral issue.

C
1. Ben is (pro)-(gambling) because it’s (beneficial to society). He says it’s

an (economic) issue.

2. Yukie is (against) (testing drugs on animals) because it’s (unkind). She

says it’s an (ethical) issue.

3. Debbie is (against) (divorce) because it’s (bad for children). She says

it’s a (social) issue.

4. Akemi is (pro)-(nuclear power) because it’s (clean). She says it’s an

(environmental) issue.

5. The Shimadas are (against) (doctor-assisted suicide) because it’s (not a

doctor’s right). They say it’s a (legal) issue.

6. Yujiro is (pro)-(smoking) because it’s (enjoyable). He says it’s a

(personal) issue.
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D
Naoko: I (hate) violent movies. I feel (strongly) that the government should

ban them.

Arnold: I (agree). It’s unhealthy if people see too much violence. But I like

good (action) movies.

Naoko: What about (guns)? Do you think the government should ban them,

too?

Arnold: I’m (against) the sale of guns. But it’s a personal issue. Some people

(need) guns for their work.

Naoko: I don’t (think) so.

E
1. cruel unkind

2. dangerous unsafe

3. harmful unhealthy

4. illegal unlawful

5. dirty unclean

6. cold unfriendly

7. wrong unfair
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Unit 16

It’s Snowing in Nagano

INTRODUCTION

Read and listen to Akane talk about the weather in her hometown.

I’d like to tell you about the weather in my hometown of Nagano.
In winter, it gets very cold. The temperature (1)can fall as low as -10°C.

There is a lot of snow, and it is very (2)windy. It’s a good place to ski.
Spring usually comes in (3)April and lasts through June. Afternoon

temperatures average about (4)15°C.
Summer starts in July and lasts until mid-September. Temperatures are

usually in the 20s. I like to swim and (5)go fishing in this season.
Then comes my favorite season, fall. The air is fresh and the leaves

turn colors. This is a good time to (6)have picnics.

LOAD UP

Work with a partner. Take turns reading the sentences aloud. Use the
words below and change the passage.

(1)

might drop

may go down

(2)

gusty

beautiful

(3)

late March

early May

(4)

18°C

22°C

(5)

go
windsurfing

sunbathe

(6)

go hiking

play tennis

CD  47
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CHECK

A Read the passage again. Answer the questions with a short answer.

1. What is Akane’s hometown?

2. How low can the temperature fall in winter?

3. What is Nagano a good place for?

4. What comes in April?

5. When does summer start?

6. Which is Akane’s favorite season?

B Complete each sentence using one of the phrases below.

1. When it’s overcast, .

2. When it’s windy, .

3. When there’s a typhoon, .

4. When it’s humid, .

5. When it’s chilly, .

6. When there’s a storm, .

• you can hear thunder and see lightning

• there is not much sunshine    • it’s dangerous to go outside

• you should wear warm clothes    • you feel hot and sweaty

• it’s sometimes difficult to ride a bicycle
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C Listen to the weather forecast. Fill in the table.

D Listen to the conversation. Bill and Hiroko are talking about the
weather. Write in the missing words.

Bill: What’s tomorrow’s (            ) forecast, Hiroko? Do you know?

Hiroko: Yes, I heard it will be (            ) and humid. The high will be 28 in the

(            ).

Bill: Good. I want to windsurf (            ).

Hiroko: Which (            ) are you going to, Bill?

Bill: Kamakura, probably.

Hiroko: Did you know my (            ) is Kamakura?

Bill: No, I didn’t. Will it be (            ) tomorrow?

Hiroko: Well, it gets pretty windy near the (            ).

CD  48
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1

2

3

4

5

6

Place Day

Washington,
D.C.

Bangkok

Delhi

Forecast

overcast

High
(centigrade)

20°C

Low
(centigrade)

London

Tokyo

Paris

Monday

-5°C
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E Write the question for each underlined answer.

1. Q: What/Where is your hometown?
A: My hometown is Kagoshima.

2. Q:

A: The train arrived late because of a storm.

3. Q:

A: Tomorrow’s forecast is sunny and warm.

4. Q:

A: It will be hot and humid in Rome.

5. Q:

A: Fall is a good time for hiking in Japan.

6. Q:

A: The average temperature in June is 25°C.

F Link these phrases with “you should.” Follow the example.

1. chilly, wear, something warm

It’s chil ly. You should wear something warm.
2. going to rain, take, umbrella

3. might snow, put on, your boots

4. sunny, wear, hat

5. windy, wear, jacket

6. freezing, take, scarf
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Unit 17

Things I Feel Strongly About

INTRODUCTION

Read and listen to Motoharu talk about his opinions.

I don’t feel strongly about most issues, but I do have some opinions.
For example, I think that (1)guns are dangerous. (2)The government

should ban the sale of handguns. If people did not own guns, they could
not use them to kill others.

I also think that people should not smoke in (3)public places. Smoke
makes me feel sick. If people (4)smoked less, everyone would be healthier.

Finally, I feel strongly that cars are bad. If people drove less often, the
air would be (5)better. Cars are harmful to the environment. We should not
drive so much and we should (6)ride bicycles.

LOAD UP

Work with a partner. Take turns reading the sentences aloud. Use the
words below and change the passage.

(1)

weapons

firearms

(2)

There should
be a law
against

They should
not allow

(3)

restaurants

Internet cafes

(4)

smoked fewer
cigarettes

stopped
smoking

(5)

cleaner

less polluted

(6)

take trains

walk

CD  50
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CHECK

A Read the passage again. Answer the questions with a short answer.

1. What does Motoharu think are dangerous?

2. Who should ban the sale of handguns?

3. How does smoke make Motoharu feel?

4. Why should people smoke less?

5. What are harmful to the environment?

6. Who shouldn’t drive so much?

B Complete each sentence using one of the phrases below.

1. Climate change is mainly .

2. Testing drugs on animals is mainly .

3. Unfair tax system is mainly .

4. The nation’s aging population is mainly .

5. Alcohol abuse is mainly .

6. The death penalty is mainly .

• a moral issue    • an environmental issue    • a social issue

• a health issue    • a legal issue    • an ethical issue
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C Listen to the opinions of these six people. Fill in the table.

D Listen to the conversation. Naoko and Arnold are talking about
some issues. Write in the missing words.

Naoko: I (            ) violent movies. I feel (            ) that the government

should ban them.

Arnold: I (            ). It’s unhealthy if people see too much violence. But I like

good (            ) movies.

Naoko: What about (            )? Do you think the government should ban

them, too?

Arnold: I’m (            ) the sale of guns. But it’s a personal issue. Some people

(            ) guns for their work.

Naoko: I don’t (            ) so.

CD  51
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1

2

3

4

5

6

Name

Ben

Yukie

Debbie

Akemi

the Shimadas

Yujiro

Pro or Against

against

Issue

gambling

Reason

unkind

Type of Issue

environmental
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E Match these words with a similar word in the box.

1. cruel

2. dangerous

3. harmful

4. illegal

5. dirty

6. cold

7. wrong

• unkind    • unfair    • unclean    • unsafe

• unfriendly    • unlawful    • unhealthy

F Express your opinion about some of these issues.

P = Pro    A = Against    N = No opinion

1. smoking

2. abortion

3. the sale of handguns

4. doctor-assisted suicide

5. nuclear power plants

6. the death penalty

7. cheap airplane tickets

8. testing drugs on animals

9. violent movies

10. gambling

11. divorce

12. downloading free music
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